Insight
Digital Marketing Agency

“See for Yourself”

Introdu ction

Welcome!
Insight is a marketing agency that delivers digital platforms to increase exposure
for small businesses and corporations by optimizing engagement with prospects
through custom targeting.

Your Brand, Our Mission:
• Increase your visibility, grow your fan base, maximize engagement, drive leads,

and retain loyal consumers.
• Multiple stages to grant our partners complete control throughout the strategy.
• Increasing ROI by discovering your niche audience and strictly target prospects

with highest conversion probability.
• Immerse your niche audience into a virtual replica of your storefront, allowing

24/7 access on every smart device around the world.
Our entire purpose is to provide the greatest digital marketing platform to our
partners. Our platform’s precision, flexibility, and immersion capabilities provide a
powerful advantage over competitors. Brands can now become industry leaders
through the unlimited potential of digital marketing.
Goal

With Insight,
Insight leverage is no longer a luxury.

Targeting

Strategy
Content

Struct ure

Customer ROI
Audience
Insight’s marketing strategy is based off of our
Insight
hourglass model. Traditional Funnel structures
allow brands to only eliminate uninterested
consumers. With Insight
Insight’s hourglass model, brands
are able to retain consumers they’ve invested

Engage

resources into.
convert

Exposure to your brand is only a piece of the

$

equation. If your consumers are NOT spending,
your business is NOT growing. By flipping the
hourglass, you ensure your brand’s constant growth

Retain

by simply nurturing the clients you care about.

Nurture

By utilizing this structure, brands now create loyal
followers - not just one time customers. This
optimizes word-of-mouth by making your brand an
influencer, lowering risk without sacrificing reach.

Influence
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Insight’s Algorithm
Exposure times Engagement equals less Risk, and Greater Revenue.
The more a consumer engages with your brand, the more susceptible to ads they
will be. Social media gives your brand Insight to their lives. Their interests,
networks, and behaviors can all be tracked and applied to your business. By
making your business virtual, you can take your business with you anywhere.
Virtual platforms allow your prospects to engage in unlimited ways with your
brand. “Adlinks” drive your prospects to desired hosting sites where they can be
tracked and converted. IDX landing page, video commercial, social media
profiles, weblink, and much more, can all be embedded into our platform. If a
picture says a 1,000 words, a video says 1,000,000… then what does V.R. say?
This level of engagement and immersion encompasses the virtual reality
platform. It is a step away from being at the actual site. We understand nothing
can compare to the real thing, but why can’t we bring your firm to anyone,
anywhere in the world? Our platform complements your strengths as a brand by
bringing your business to the customer. Combine this one-of-a-kind experience
with our social targeting strategy, and watch your business grow.

When you win,

we win.

STAGE 1
Virtual Platform

Insight Media Corp.
Immersion

Surroundings

Stage 1 - A virtual platform of the desired location is
created. The space is scanned, infused, and encoded
within 72 hours.

By immersing clientele into the virtual

Includes:

24/7 easy to share projects, your brand will

• 360 Dollhouse Figures
• Floor Plans
• VR Compatibility

platform, consumers are now exposed to your
brands storefront anywhere in the world. With
now have all of the content you need to
engage prospects. “Adlinks” allow prospects
to engage with your platform resulting in
higher fascination with your brand.

• Embedment for Sharing

Notice: A limit of 5 adlinks is included in Stage 1.

STAGE 2

Content Structure

Insight Media Corp.
Media

Branding

Stage 2 - Media content will be embedded into the
platform within 72 hours.

Prospects are now exposed to brand

Includes:

platform. By allowing clientele to engage with

• Stage 1 Inclusions
• HD Still Images
• Highlight Navigation
• Content - Video, IDX, Sites, Social Pages, etc.

marketing while immersed in the virtual
embedded content, the brand retainment is
increased - leveraging conversion rates and
increasing the brands influence. This digital
24/7 storefront can be accessed anywhere
allowing for free distribution on social pages.

Notice: A limit of 10 adlinks is included in Stage 2.

STAGE 3

Audience Identification

Insight Media Corp.
Targeting
Stage 3 - Prospects are filtered through social platforms to
maximize exposure & engagement. Specified audiences
increase conversion.
Includes:
• Stage 1 & 2 Inclusions

Precision
Exposing your brand to prospects that have
shown an interest through social behaviors
increases brand conversion and retainment.
Understanding your brand’s audience when
advertising grants you leverage. Profiles are
characterized by social media platforms to

• Audience Identification

maximize advertisement ROI, saving your

• Advertisement Structuring

resources by avoiding uninterested clientele.

STAGE 4
Brand Consulting

Insight Media Corp.
Influence

Dominance

Stage 4 - Track clientele by understanding your
prospects and retain clients you’ve converted through
campaign reports.

Stage 4 allows your brand to focus all of its

Includes:

insight reports, tracking the engagements

• Tracking & Reporting

with new and existing clientele to ensure your

• Weekly updates
• Engagement Strategies

resources into what is important; your
customer. Custom strategies are based off

brand grows in influence. This leverages future
projects through an already established
customer base, creating a powerful following.

Identifying Brand Tier
Business
Avgs.

Individual

Sole Proprietor

LLC

Enterprise

Locations

0

1

2-4

5+

Employees

0

1-4

5-9

10+

Advertising
Allocation
(CPC)

50%

40%

30%

15%

Productivity

Tier Result

30+ Days 14-30 Days 1-14 Days 1-7

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Days

Tier 4

